
First violation - Meeting with coaches, athlete and parents defining the problem
Second violation - Meeting with coaches, athlete and parents defining the problem
Third violation - Suspension from team / exclusion from competitions / expulsion from club

their coach after class finishes. Meeting with parent if applicable

This policy applies to all employees and students of the Melbourne Cheer Academy, whether
volunteer or paid, and to all contractors and visitors. Our club expects that all athletes,
coaches and other people associated with the club shall treat each other with respect and
dignity, in an effort to provide a working environment that is cohesive and comfortable for all.
Specifically, Melbourne Cheer Academy will not tolerate any bullying.

Bullying behaviour can include but is not limited to:
     1. Verbal abuse or shouting
     2. Physical Abuse
     3. Excluding or isolating a person
     4. Psychological harassment
     5. Humiliating a person through sarcasm, criticism or insults (including bullying through on-line systems)
     6. Ignoring or belittling a person’s contribution or opinion

MCA encourages the early reporting of any allegations of bullying. Where any persons feel that they are the
victim of bullying, they should discuss the matter directly with the person/people concerned and request an end
to the behaviour. Should this approach fail or be inappropriate, the matter can then be raised with the team
coach or the MCA Head Coach. Disciplinary action will be taken against anyone who victimises or retaliates
against a person who has made a complaint.

Levels of Disciplinary Consequences
The level of disciplinary consequence is determined by the specific infraction. Action taken by
the club can include but is not limited to the following;

Athlete Attitude Policy
     Green Card
          Acknowledgement of positive attitude
     Yellow Card
          Warning for negativity or disruptive behaviour
               2 Yellow cards then red card
     Red Card
          Extreme negative behaviour or third warning for general negative attitude. 
          Athlete sits out of class (for 10 mins/ rest of session)

Discussion or ‘backtalking’ from athlete will result in escalation. Athletes are requested to see

ANTI- BULLYING POLICY

-All teams


